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Abstract 

This paper presents laboratory simulator for wheel – legged (Wheg) robot running and application for 

collecting measurement data. Data is used as a basis for modelling and optimization of energy 

consumption of running Wheg. The laboratory setup includes instrumented measurement treadmill 

(IMT) and Wheg drive. The laboratory experimental setup also includes the sensors, drives and 

software application. Intelligent modelling and optimization of energy usage during Wheg’s running is 

based on a combination of neural networks and genetic algorithms. Neural network has established a 

correlation between the parameters of running. Using genetic algorithm optimal parameters for 

running are found. Simulation of neuro-fuzzy control system for minimization of energy usage during 

running was developed as a function of the angle and Wheg running speed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The legs of insects, animals and humans allow them to move on flat and uneven terrain. Also, 

these creatures can walk on different types of substrates such as land grass, rocks, concrete, 

etc. Gait pattern in these creatures relatively easily adapts to the current state of the terrain. 

The current development state of the robots which mimics the gait of these creatures is not at 

that level and cannot be easily adapted to different types of terrains. Usually, the robots are 

created for specific types of terrain. No robot can still adapt to any type of terrain. Legged 

robots that have the possibility of moving over rough terrain are usually with complex 

structure. They have a large number of motors, complex control algorithms and they are 

inefficient. One of the most advanced legged robots today Atlas [1] is still not at that level 

that can autonomously navigate throw unknown terrain. There are many robot creations that 

are inspired by animals. One of well-known robots of this type is BigDog [2], as well as the 

fastest four-legged robot Cheetah [3]. Disadvantage of these robots is very poor energy 

efficiency due to the large number of actuators and rigid construction. There are a large 

number of robots in which the passive compliant elements in the various forms are used for 

robot legs like RHex [4]. This type of robot has a smaller number of actuators usually 6 as 

RHex or 4 like quad robots [5]. Large number of papers deals with the possibilities of 

increasing energy efficiency by usage of passive compliant legs [6]. The use of different 

configurations of compliant passive elements for legs affects the efficiency of robots (Fig.1 a) 

Also, change in flexibility of legs during robot’s moving, affects the efficiency of robot and 

possibility to move over different terrain [7,8]. Authors in [9] introduced the concept of 

double Wheg – dWheg (Fig. 1b). Change of the angle α on dWheg affects the flexibility of 

Wheg spokes, which enables and optimize move over different terrain. The authors of this 

study did not analyse the energy consumption at different speeds and angle α. The analysis 

can be carried out in three ways. The first method directly measures parameters on the robot 
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during running in real environment, which is the most complex case to analyse. Second 

method is test the robot on a circular test station as the authors did in [10]. The third method is 

robot running on the motorized instrumented treadmill [11]. In this paper, we started from the 

first method while the future work plan is to analyse dWheg running in real environment by 

using the second and third method. 

  

Figure 1: Robot with wheel – leg configuration: a) Wheg [12] and b) double Wheg – dWheg [9]. 

      According to the authors' knowledge, up today, analysis of energy consumption of dWheg 

drives was not analysed. In this work characterization of energy consumption for different 

speeds Vw [m/s] and the angle α [deg] for one type of terrain was carried out. Conducted 

modelling, optimization and control are based on techniques of artificial intelligence and their 

hybrid combinations, which also constitutes an improvement compared to the available 

research. 

2. LABORATORY SETUP FOR WHEG RUNNING SYMULATION 

Initial tests on dWheg are realized in laboratory environment with isolated change of 

parameters. The simulation of dWheg running is realized on a laboratory setup. Instrumented 

treadmill (ITM) is designed especially for characterization of C shape springs/spokes, to see 

effects of dWheg configuration on energy optimization. The ITM setup embodies several 

main elements: structural frame, treadmill, force measurement plate, drives with 

transmissions, controller and software. These and several other parts are given in the Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2: Instrumented treadmill station with DAQ system. 

a) b) 
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      The main parts of the ITM setup are: 1. Aluminum frame profiles for fast assembly and 

reconfiguration of experiment setup; 2. Treadmill belt driven by power DC motor drive with 

incremental encoder and with pulley ratio i = 1.45; 3. In treadmill force plate for measuring 

vertical and horizontal force components; 4. 3D printed Wheg PLA spokes with assembly for 

passive angle configuration coupled with Maxon motor with incremental encoder with 

gearbox i =10; 5. Linear guide rail with bearing cart for freely vertical movement; 6. 3 axis 

accelerometer; 7. Four channel amplifier; 8. NI USB DAQ cards; 9. Two channel driver for 

DC motors; 10. Power supply; 11. Computer with LabVIEW application for control and 

measurements. 

2.1  dWheg design and realization 

With purpose to cut the time for testing various shapes of Wheg spokes, as well as reducing 

the cost of designing the prototype, rapid prototyping technology was used. During first tests, 

carbon fibre composite materials were used. Due to the manual and complicated process of 

making carbon spokes there was the big differences in flexibility of created spokes. For that 

reason, this making process is replaced by 3D printing. Various shapes of 3D printed Wheg 

spokes are designed and tested in order to find an adequate form with sufficient strength to 

meet the needs of this type of robot. The material used during the tests is polylactic acid 

(PLA). Although this material does not have good mechanical properties, this paper has 

shown that it can be successfully used for the purposes of prototype testing. In future work in 

the real environment testing more resistant materials will be used, such as Acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS) and proto pasta. 

 

Figure 3: 3D Model of dWheg and assembly for angle configuration. 

      To enable the passive adjusting of the dWheg angle, aluminium male and female parts 

were made. This part allows adjusting the angle with a resolution of 5 degrees. 

2.2  Control of instrumented treadmill 

Complete block diagram of system is given in Fig. 4 a. Fig. 4 b shows the algorithm for 

control of laboratory setup. First step is to manually configure the angle α, set initial speed 

and enter running distance. After this initial steps test procedure and speed synchronization 

can start. During the simulation of dWheg running it is necessary to ensure the 

synchronization of treadmill belt and dWheg peripheral speed. DWheg gets the reference 

speed from application but measured speed of dWheg represents a reference speed for a 
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treadmill belt. Synchronization of speeds in this way is known as electronic gearing, because 

even without mechanical connection these two drives have the same speed based on encoder 

readout and PID regulation. ΔV is speed increment for new running cycle. In Fig. 5 part of 

LabVIEW application which doing synchronization is shown. 
 

 

Figure 4: a) Block diagram of electrical connections and b) testing algorithm. 

 

Figure 5: Block diagram of electronic gearing. 

      On the block diagram, there are two PID regulators. Wheg PID is regulating the speed of 

dWheg. Second PID is regulating the speed of treadmill. If the synchronization is turned off, 

speed references can be set independently. dWheg runs at one speed until it exceeds a set 

distance, after that increment ΔV is added and new cycle can start with new speed. 

2.3  LabVIEW application for measurement, data acquisition and control 

As a support to laboratory setup, LabVIEW application was created. This application has 

double function: control of laboratory setup and measurements of relevant parameters. In the 

next figure (Fig. 6) the user interface of application is given. 

      Application measures and saves values which are listed in Table I. Values shown in table 

are saved in appropriate files with names in following form: a45s4.lvm, a45 – that means 

angle of 45 degrees, and s4 means speed of 4 m/s. These files are stored automatically and 

this name convention enables easier use of Matlab for data processing. 

a) b) 
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Figure 6: Application user interface. 

Table I: The data that application stores. 

No. Symbol Description 

1. t  [ms] The duration of one cycle of running 

2. IT  [A] The value of the treadmill motor current 

3. UT  [V] The value of voltage applied to treadmill motor 

4. VT_mes  [m/s] Treadmill measured speed 

5. VT_ref [m/s] Treadmill reference speed 

6. ST  [m/s] Treadmill travelled path 

7. IW  [A] dWheg motor current 

8. UW  [V] dWheg voltage applied on the motor 

9. PW [W] Electrical power of dWheg motor, as IW  UW 

10. Vw_ref  [m/s] dWheg reference speed 

11. Vw_mer  [m/s] dWheg measured speed 

12. Sw  [m/s] dWheg travelled path 

 

      Data collected using the application are after that automatically loaded and calculated by 

using scripts written in Matlab. Based on the measurements, which last up to a few hours the 

entire data set is then processed in a few seconds and displayed in the form of a suitable 

matrix for further processing or in form of surface which represents power or energy. Data 

prepared in this way are ready for processing by using neuro and fuzzy tools. 
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Figure 7: Steps during data processing. 

3. NEURO-GENETIC MODELLING AND OPTIMIZATION 

In this part of paper is presented methodology of establishing correlations between dWheg 

movement parameters in described experimental setup. For this purpose it is used artificial 

neural network. After making a correlation between parameters (α, V, P) of dWheg 

movement, by using a genetic algorithm, such movement parameters were found, for which 

the energy consumption is minimal. 

3.1  Prediction of energy consumption by using artificial neural networks 

Several architectures of neuro networks were developed to predict the energy consumption, 

based on experimental results, which are collected and was presented in section two. 

Movement speed of dWheg and angle α are inputs into the network. Output from the network 

is average power consumption for this configuration. In Fig. 8 is shown an overview of 

artificial neuron and network with these inputs and outputs, and one hidden layer which 

contains six neurons. 

 

Figure 8: Artificial neuron and the structure of the feed forward artificial neural network. 
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      Each of inputs x1, x2, …, x6 is multiplied with the corresponding weight of the connection:

,1 ,2 ,6, ,...,i i i   . The neuron sums these values and adds a bias bi (lacking in some of the 

networks). The argument of the transfer function is stated in the following: 

1 ,1 2 ,2 6 ,6...i i i i ia x x x b               (1) 

      While neuron produces output: 

6
1 ,6( ) ( )ji i j i iy f a f x b         (2) 

      This output is an input to the neurons of another layer, or an element of the output vector 

of the neural network. The principal aim is to reduce to a minimum the performance function, 

in this case mean squared error (MSE) function, which can be calculated as: 

2 2

1 1

1 1
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k k
MSE e k t k y k

Q Q
 
 

              (3) 

where: Q – number of experiments, e(k) – error, t(k) – target values, y(k) – predicted values. 

Algorithm of training is Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which ensures the fast and stable 

convergence [13]. The neurons in input and hidden layers of neural networks have sigmoid 

transfer function, while the neurons of the output layer have linear transfer function. Overall 

number of experiments carried out is 247. The dataset was randomly divided into training, 

validation and testing sets. The training sample (197 measurements) was presented to the 

network during training, and the network was adjusted according to its error. The validation 

sample (25 measurements) was used to measure network generalization, and to halt training 

when generalization stopped improving. The testing sample (25 measurements) had no effect 

on training and so provided an independent measure of network performance during and after 

training. As noted above, several feedforward – backpropagation architectures were created 

with different number of hidden layers and neurons in them. Of the several designed ANN 

models chosen is the one with the best characteristics. As a measure of validity the maximum 

error and mean error in the testing phase were used. The ANN 2–6–1 according to these 

criteria showed the best performance. Its maximum and mean errors are 8.73 % and 4.18 %, 

respectively. Graphical overview of results of testing phase is shown in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of the measured values with the results of ANN 2-6-1. 
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3.2  Optimization of energy using genetic algorithm 

The aim of this part of paper is the optimization of energy consumption, i.e. finding the 

optimal parameters (speed V and angle α of dWheg) that require minimal power. For this 

purpose was used a genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic method of global 

optimization, whose basics were proposed by John Holland. Its basics and working principle 

are described and analysed in the references [14-18]. In this particular case, the fitness 

function is a neural network model ANN 2-6-1, from the section 3.1. Optimization process by 

using the GA mechanism is shown in Fig. 10. 

 

Figure 10: GA/ANN-based optimization algorithm. 

      The initial population has 40 individuals, and the maximum number of generations is set 

to 50. The selection process uses the stochastic universal sampling. The population is seen as 

mapped on the roulette-wheel, larger parts of the wheel belonging to strings with lower 

fitness. N pointers are evenly placed on the roulette, N being the number of individuals in a 

population. By turning the roulette is generated one population. As operator of crossing used 

uniform crossover operator. The coefficient of the ‘crossover fraction’ is 0.8. Crossover 

fraction (value between 0 and 1) defines a portion of the new population derived from a 
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crossing (non-elite individuals). Not more than two elite individuals are to be transferred to 

the next generation. Genetic algorithm stops its work when it reaches the maximum number 

of defined generation – 50. The value of the minimized objective function is 1.31 W, and 

parameters upon which the function has this value are: V = 2 m/s and 75   . 

 

Figure 11: Process of optimization and results of optimization. 

      In this way, by using ANN-GA combination the optimal parameters for dWheg movement 

were obtained. The time, needed for dWheg to pass defined path is not taken as important 

parameter. The main goal was minimization of energy consumption. 

4. NEURO-FUZZY CONTROL OF MOVEMENT OF THE WHEG 

Simulation of control of dWheg movement aims to present the possibility of applying 

intelligent systems in control of this kind of robotic systems. In this section is presented the 

development of neuro-fuzzy controller for speed control as a function of the power and angle. 

Neuro-fuzzy systems are very popular systems that integrate neural networks and fuzzy logic. 

In this way, good characteristics of neural networks, such as learning ability and transparency 

were used as characteristic of fuzzy systems. A comprehensive review of the situation in the 

field of neuro-fuzzy systems is given in [18]. Jang (1993) suggests ANFIS (Adaptive Network 

based Fuzzy Inference System), which is the most commonly used neuro-fuzzy system [19]. 

Fig. 12 presents the architecture of ANFIS from five layers, where each layer has a clearly 

defined role. The principle of functioning neuro-fuzzy systems has been used based on 

literature, set forth in [20, 21]. 

 

Figure 12: ANFIS architecture [21]. 
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      The aim of development of neuro-fuzzy controller is to control the speed of dWheg 

movement V (m/s) in function of power P (W) and angle  (). Thus, neuro-fuzzy controller 

consists of two input parameters and one output parameter. Set of experimental data for 

controller development was used. In training phase backpropagation algorithm was used. 

Input values have five triangular membership functions, output function has linear character. 

Squared error after 1200 epochs is 0.61 in the training phase, while in the testing phase, in 

which participated a set of 25 data, the mean square error is 0.92. Fig. 13 presents the neuro-

fuzzy control surfaces, on which is shown a speed as a function of angle and configuration of 

dWheg. 

 

Figure 13: Neuro-fuzzy control surface. 

      After defuzzification process, the implementation of neuro-fuzzy controller in the 

LabVIEW environment was created. Control of speed based on neuro-fuzzy controller is 

realized according to the block shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Figure 14: Neuro-fuzzy control block diagram. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The paper was presented simulation of running dWheg on the instrumented treadmill. 

Complete laboratory setup was described. dWheg prototype design was presented. LabVIEW 

application for control and data collection was developed and described. Collected data is 

processed with Matlab scripts, which speed up process. The paper also described the 

possibility of applying artificial intelligence techniques in several directions. All directions 

had the same goal – to improve the movement of Wheg robot, and set goal has been fulfilled. 

The power consumption of movement of dWheg was modelled by artificial neural network. 

Combination of ANN-GA gave the optimal movement parameters for which the energy 

consumption is minimal. By hybrid combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic was 

presented the possibility to control the movement of the dWheg. Future work will deal with 

running of dWheg on different terrain, but the same algorithm will be used. Hypothesis, set in 

the beginning of the research about the possibility of applying artificial intelligence 

techniques in this field of robotics, is confirmed. 
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